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The world is now an urbanized planet with 95% of the urban populaTon growth predicted to occur
in ciTes of the developing world by 2045. Slums are the single most pervasive element in the
development of rapidly growing ciTes. One of the challenges of rapid urbanizaTon in the twenTeth
century is the burgeoning growth of urban poverty and slums, both spaTally and demographically.
Currently one-third of the global urban populaTon lives in slums (UN-Habitat, 2003), with this
number predicted to increase, causing an “urban tsunami” (Forman, 2008).
While many of these areas are considered “unplanned” or fringe areas, these peripheral
urban landscapes are characterized by houses built on land for which the ownership is typically in
quesTon. CommuniTes of the “urban tsunami” are strategic spaces in which the future growth of a
city is occurring, and where many of the twenty-ﬁrst century’s gravest ecological, poliTcal and social
issues are arising. While informal sealements can be seen as a response to certain socio-economic
condiTons (UN Habitat, 2003), they are also Ted to factors such as the growth limit of the broader
city (built-up area), the terrain and steepness of land and building condiTons (Appadurai, 1996;
Benton et al., 1989; Gilbert and Vines, 2000). Within informal sealements, blurring of boundaries
between quesTonable property ownership and right of use, access to infrastructure and hazardous
site, funcTon and form, and public and private spaces, introduces a set of dynamics that exisTng
methods of morphological study do not suﬃciently address. If informal sealements are potenTal
sites of future city growth, more aaenTon should be paid to their disTnct morphological
characterisTcs.
As an established ﬁeld of study, urban morphology expanded on three broad geographical
diﬀerenTaTons within the broader city (Conzen 1958; Whitehand, 2009). First, the separaTon of
funcTon, form and locaTon; second, the physical and socio-economic characterisTcs of the areas
within which urban development and change take place, inﬂuencing the form of what is added or
changed in terms of units of property ownership (Ward, 1982); third, the associaTon with certain
“morphological periods” (Conzen, 1960). Within urban morphology these three broad paaerns of
analysis (including the role of geographical diﬀerenTaTon through lot lines) has long been
acknowledged (Conzen, 1958, 1960, 2004; Whitehand, 1992, 2009). Despite the development of

methodologies to study the urban form (Whitehand, 1992, 2009; Gauthier and Gilliland, 2006; Sima
and Zang, 2009), the study of morphology of informal sealements has been largely neglected.
Morphological models were developed in regions with long-established, precise legal property
delineaTon that could be legally protected, and clearly were not developed to explain ambiguiTes
of spaTal ownership of developing-world slums. This arTcle idenTﬁes the complexity of spaTal
forms of slums and methods through which morphological structure of slums can be arTculated.
Sobreira (2005), Fabricus (2008), Duarte (2009) and Belsky et al. (2013) are bringing to noTce
how informal sealements are a neglected part of morphological analysis. With the growing visibility
of informal sealements in academic and broader literature (CasTllo, 2000; Neuwirth, 2005; Davis,
2006; Gilbert, 2007; Brillembourg and Klumpner, 2008; Fabricus, 2008; Duarte, 2009), we intend to
expand the understanding of informal areas based on their morphology and morphological
representaTon. Studying slum morphology under the auspices of urban morphology requires an
adaptaTon of current methods of study that beaer accommodates the forces shaping the
morphology of informal sealements. We advocate for inclusion and contextualisaTon in idenTfying
morphological disTncTveness of informal sealements and mapping their urban structure.
To study informal sealements and their morphology while extending and adapTng the
exisTng methods developed as by Conzen (1958) and Whitehand (2009), the authors propose the
addiTon of ﬁve scaled analyTcal paaerns. The ﬁrst, comprises non-spaTal social, economic, and
poliTcal factors that have spaTal impact (including risk of evicTon), the second comprises the
inﬂuence of the broader city, and situaTonal factors shaping slum sealements (including locaTon
and adjacencies to built and social infrastructure). The third comprises the inﬂuence of site factors
such as topography and its rate of change on the form of informal sealements. The fourth focuses
on circulaTon space conﬁguraTons of both public and private movements due to ambiguiTes of
ownership. The ﬁmh, consTtutes building typology as deﬁned by the permanence of their built
form. Although these proposed addiTons are by no means an exhausTve list, they can help iniTate a
discussion on how transformaTve dynamics vary within informal sealements. And, why tradiTonal
and long-established methods of urban morphology developed for precise property delineaTon
were clearly not aimed at explaining the ambiguiTes of spaTal ownership may be restricTve. By
developing a systemaTc process and contextual framework within which slum morphology can be
studied and understood, we aim to bridge the disTncTon between the study of morphology of the
broader city and slum sealements.
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